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Document Control

Council policy documents change from time to time and it 
is recommended that you consult the electronic reference 
copy at www.casey.vic.gov.au/policies-strategies to ensure 
that you have the current version.  Alternatively you may 
contact Customer Service on 9705 5200.

Responsible Department – City Design & Construction

Adopted by Council on 15 October 2019 as an approved 
Urban Design Framework Plan for the affected land  under the 
Casey Planning Scheme 

Review Period – 5 years

Electronic reference library version 8.1

Preamble

In accordance with a resolution of Council on 21 June 2005 to 
include definitions of Council, Councillors and Council officers 
in all Council policy documents, the following definitions are 
provided:

Council – means Casey City Council, being a body corporate 
constituted as a municipal Council under the Local 
Government Act 1989 

Councillors – means the individuals holding the office of a 
member of Casey City Council

Council officers – means the Chief Executive Officer and staff 
of Council appointed by the Chief Executive Officer.

Administrative Updates

It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may 
change leading to the need for minor administrative changes 
to this document.  Where an update does not materially alter 
this document, such a change may be made administratively.  
Examples include a change to the name of a Council 
department, a change to the name of a Federal or State 
Government department, and a minor update to legislation 
which does not have a material impact.  However, any 
change or update which materially alters this document must 
be by resolution of Council.
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What is an “Urban Design Framework”?

Urban Design Frameworks (UDF) are strategic planning tools that set out an integrated design vision for the desired future development of urban places. UDFs provide direction for 
interventions that shape open space, buildings and landscape. Unlike a master plan, which only gives a final vision for how an area will develop, an UDF provides fexibility by identfying 
key principles rather than finite solutons. It includes a design vision for how a place might develop and provides sufficient detail at key locatons so that the vision can be tested for 
economic and functonal viability. Also an UDF allows room for continuous review of detailed actions within the strategic frame, and enables councils to assess development proposals.
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Urban Design Framework for Narre Warren Village sets out an integrated 
design vision for the desired future development of Narre Village.

It builds upon, and should be read in conjunction with, a range of 
background studies of Narre Warren Village, prepared previously, including:

 » Narre Warren Fountain Gate Structure Plan 2018
 » Urban Design Principles Paper for Narre Warren Fountain Gate ACZ
 » Public Realm Analysis (Alexander Urbanism)
 » Places Audit (SJB Urban)
 » Baseline Economic Assessment (Urbis)
 » Fountain Gate Narre Warren Integrated Water Management Plan  

(Fisher & Fisher)

MAP 2: NARRE WARREN VILLAGE PRECINCT BOUNDARY
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2.0 PRECINCT OPPPORTUNITIES& CONSTRAINTS

Opportunities

2.1 Mobility and access

1. Realign through traffic behind Webb Street shops and strengthen connection 
between Princes Highway and railway crossing.  Remove central roundabout.

2. Introduce a Village heart/ town square in the middle of the Precinct to unite both 
edges of Webb Street through enhanced pedestrian access and amenity.

3. Create an ‘Eat Street’that is pedestrian-oriented streetscape treatment along 
existing Webb Street frontages.

4. Improve pedestrian connection from Malcolm Court to Princes Highway.
5. Relocate entry to service lane along Princes Highway frontage to support vehicle 

access and frontage development.
6. Investigate options for East West vehicular connection 
7. Investigate potential options for improving existing vehicle level crossing and 

integrate new pedestrian access across railway corridor at/near this location.
8. Investigate diversion of traffic along Shrives/Fullard Roads  and redevelop the Narre 

Warren Village to favour pedestrian, cycle  bus and taxi movements, over private 
car.

9. Improve pedestrian footpath links along western rail corridor to the rear of the 
industrial areas.

10.  Investigate pedestrian crossing over Narre Cranbourne Road alongside the rail 
bridge.

MAP 3: PRECINCT OPPORTUNITIES
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2.2 Public realm

1. Improve pedestrian connectivity across  Princes Highway, and to Westfeld, 
Bunjil Place and Casey ARC.

2. Create a new community plaza space linking both sides of Webb Street to 
create a unified community and al fresco area and public events space. 
Create improved visibility and sightlines from Princes Hwy intersection into this 
precinct.

3. Foster a vibrant al fresco dining area along existing shopfronts, spilling into the 
new plaza.

4. Introduce a forecourt to the Narre Warren Train Station, with strengthened 
sightlines towards the community plaza.

5. Create a continuous landscape treatment that extends street tree planting 
into the eastern drainage coorridor, as well as productive gardens and rich 
landscape elements, to achieve a green frame around the urban elements.

6. Investigate the inground piping of storm water through the south of train line.

2.3  Development / Built Form

7. Develop the small Council property (adjoining the restaurant) into an ‘entry 
point’ into the community plaza.

8. Investigate mixed-use development on VicTrack car parking land either side of 
Webb Street, including activated ground floor tenancy frontages and offices 
and residential above, along with integrated carparking.

9. Facilitate redevelopment of Council-owned land on south side of railway 
(Webb Street and Austin Avenue), for mixed-use, higher density, transit-oriented 
development.

10. Ensure redevelopments along Malcolm Court and Rebound Court enhance 
frontages to the street and the green corridor.

11. Facilitate incremental ‘shop-top’ redevelopment along Webb Street, through 
single or multi-lot development, whilst retaining the fine grain ground floor shop 
fronts.

12. Facilitate incremental redevelopment for enhanced frontages and improved 
built form/activation.

MAP 4: PRECINCT OPPORTUNITIES
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MAP 5: PRECINCT CONSTRAINTS

Constraints

2.5  Development / Built Form

1. Traffic congestion along Webb Street due to large volumes of 
vehicles entering the Village, and significant delays at the rail 
crossing resulting in gridlock at peak hour, dangerous queuing 
across the Princes Highway intersection and pedestrian crossing, 
and eratic commuter parking movements. 

2. Train Station car park is at capacity, is inactive for the majority of 
business hours and evenings, and occupies a large expanse of high 
value land.

3. Car parking around Webb Street is expansive, discontinuous and 
segregates both sides of Webb Street.

4. Land ownership is fragmented and predominantly private 
throughout the precinct.

5. Competition from Westfeld in terms of both retail and food offer.
6. Interfaces to the railway corridor and major roads result in low 

amenity impacts from noise, vibration and air pollution.
7. Low-density residential limits population witin a walkable catchment 

to the Village, with major roads creating severances.
8. Higher density development remains uncommon in outer-urban 

areas, however current trends indicate increased takeup of this 
model.

9. Existing subdivision and building alignments are fragmented and 
misaligned with limited visibility and legibility.

10. Drainage corridor lacks any amenity value, with signs of anti-social 
behaviour and damage to adjacent private assets.  There is a lack 
of passive surveillance and no landscape quality.

11. Access to Princes Highway to the north east involves steep ramps 
and poor safety environments, deterring pedestrian movements 
and access to the Narre Warren Business Park.

12. The road underpass on Narre-Warren-Cranbourne Road restricts 
vehicle access and creates highly unsafe pedestrian environments.

13. The station environment and bus interchange are of poor quality, 
with observed hazards around the boom gates, conflicts with 
vehicles and unpleasant waiting zones with very poor commuter 
experience.

14. Flooding issues are mapped in Webb Street, the station carpark, 
Nobelius / Valley Fair Drive areas and Princes Hwy / Narre North 
Road.
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Risks of doing nothing

In assessing the merits and value of signifcant, long term investment in urban renewal, 
it is useful to consider the potential risks and implications of inaction and of leaving the 
place as it is, or leaving its potential redevelopment to market forces.

The risks of doing nothing in Narre Warren Village are as follows:

 » Council’s traffic modelling shows congestion in and around the Village will 
continue to worsen, along with the rest of the Casey network. This will impact 
on the efficiency and reliability of the bus network, and limit the likelihood of 
expansion of services into the Village. This will hamper modal shift away from 
private car to public transport. Congestion will also impact community access 
to key facilities, as well as having serious detrimental impact on the economic 
performance of local businesses and deter any further private investment and 
development.

 » In the absence of a clear market point of difference, the Village will struggle 
to compete against Westfield and is unlikely to grow and develop a strong 
identity and sense of place. 

 » Public transport in this area will continue to be perceived as ‘secondary’ or ‘to 
be avoided’ relative to car travel, as the facilities lack amenity and dignity for 
train and bus users.

 » The potential 1500 - 2000 dwellings that could be accommodated in the 
Village, plus many more in immediately surrounding ‘Residential Growth Zone’ 
areas and redevelopment sites, may instead be located in further greenfeld 
expansion areas. This would exacerbate the already urgent challenges of 
traffic congestion, inaccessibility, and social, economic and environmental 
impacts  of car dependency.

 » The train station will remain isolated and visually separate from the Activity 
Centre.  Without significant mixed use and commercial office development 
it will remain an outgoing commuter movement and erode local economic 
activity during the day.

 » Identifed safety risks and hazardous pedestrian and vehicular behaviour 
around the station and level crossing  will continue, and potentially increase 
due  to increasing pressure on access, parking and mobility, with the real 
prospect of a serious incident at this node.

 » The Metropolitan Activity Centre status will not be fully realised, with the 
centre continuing to be defined by a car-focussed, retail-dominant, single use 
shopping centre, rather than a mixed-use urban environment.

 » Existing building stock will likely  experience ongoing decline/decay, with lack of 
investment due to constrained business conditions.

 » Vacant sites will remain empty, and vacant buildings will remain as ‘eyesores’ in the 
urban environment as antisocial behaviour and damage to property degrades the 
amenity of the precinct.

Risks of ‘market-led’ renewal

It is possible that over time market-led renewal may occur of its own accord, as traffic 
conditions drive a modal shift, land values increase, and residents opt for higher-density 
housing types. However, without an overarching straetgic plan and guidelines this 
potential introduces its own risks:

 » Development will be ad-hoc rather than coordinated, and may not contribute any 
improvement to the public realm outcomes, but may instead further degrade it.

 » The underlying urban structure will remain fragmented, cumbersome and mis-
aligned.

 » Problem areas will remain unchanged, such as the drainage corridor, railway 
corridor/car park, highway/arterial road interfaces and level crossing, with 
continued degradation of the centre and its amenity.

 » Marginal development conditions and poor public realm quality may lead to poor 
quality, low-cost development outcomes, which lack durability or visual quality.

 » Development may lack the important mix of uses and activities which complement 
and address gaps left by Westfeld, while supporting community needs.

 » The social and economic outcomes will be squandered, and investment will go to 
other more attractive and vibrant centres.
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3.0 Key Urban Design Initiatives
Key actions external to Village

The following initiatives are considered important and valuable to establishing the right conditions for urban renewal and redevelopment within Narre 
Warren Village. They comprise pre-existing proposals, as well as new proposals established during the Inquiry by Design. These recommendations should be tested with an Access 
and Movement Assessment for entire Fountain Gate Precinct. These initiatives are indicated in the sketch plan below:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10 11

high
medium
low

PRIORITY

Investigate prioritisation of traf�ic into Fullard  
road from Shrive road

Pedestrian/cycling link integrated with rail bridge 
over Narre Warren - Cranbourne Road, to bring 
residential area to the east into the walkable 
catchment. 

Redesign Webb Street North to left in and left out 
only, with no traf�ic through Princes Highway 
intersection, and similar treatment at Brechin 
Drive to the north (proposed extension). This will 
reduce signalling phase times at Princes Highway, 
and thereby increase pedestrian convenience in 
crossing the Highway to/from the Village.

Extend Brechin Drive incorporating left in/left out 
at Webb Street North.

Pedestrian bridge, funded through Casey Gardens 
Development Plan, to enhance pedestrian 
connectively to/from Casey Gardens.

Investigate options for East West connection 

Conversion of adjoining open drainage channel to a 
large underground pipe/box culvert allowing for 
land reclamation to an open space corridor.

Establish pedestrian/cycle connections from 
Station precinct to surrounding higher density 
residential and existing light-industrial areas.

Relocate service lane entry of Highway west of 
Webb Street intersection, further to the north-west, 
to allow future built form to extend closer to the
Highway. 

Provide dedicated bus lanes and/or signalling 
priority on Narre Warren-Cranbourne Road and 
potentially Princes Highway, to reduce delays for 
buses no longer using Webb Street.

Landscape and enhance pedestrian paths 
connecting Village to Princes Highway/Narre 
Warren Cranbourne Road intersection.

MAP 6: KEY ACTIONS FOR TRANSPORT & ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS
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1. Green Frame: 
Establish a lush ‘frame’ of linear green 
space that is rich in landscape, highly 
pedestrian oriented, and creates a safe 
and attractive community space through 
green infrastructure that becomes the 
‘foundation’ for the Village.  

This linear frame would comprise varying 
landscape treatments through a mix of 
hard and soft elements and a variety of 
planting characters that achieve a strong 
sense of place and support a wide range 
of activities. The Green Frame is seen as 
clear, simple, refined and highly legible, 
and harnesses the stormwater through 
the use of Water Sensitive Urban Design 
features.

2. Grid of streets: 
An enhanced, legible and permeable 
grid of local streets will be established, 
replacing the existing convoluted, 
misaligned and overly complex 
arrangement, and supporting efficient 
commercial development parcels. 

Wide pavements and strong street tree 
plantings will deliver industry-leading 
business activity zones and a buzzing night 
time economy.

3. Urban plaza / green space: 
The area between the two existing 
Webb Street building frontages would 
be developed into a high quality public 
space as the heart of the Village, 
interspersed by small ‘pod’ kiosk buildings, 
to enhance activation and create a 
range of spatial experiences.  .

4. Traffic redirection: 
Vehicular traffic is diverted from Webb 
Street, around the new plaza, behind the 
existing shops east of Webb Street, then 
back to Webb Street close to the Princes 
Highway intersection.

Urban Design Framework Plan

This is a consolidated urban design concept plan for Narre Warren Village, which requires further investigation for associated strategies for implementation, including short-term activation, 
ongoing engagement, and more substantial acquisition and redevelopment initiatives. 
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5. Bus movement: 
Buses (northbound) could enter the 
Village from Narre Warren Cranbourne 
Road, turning left into the extended 
Rebound Court, and stopping on the 
street (or within a dedicated interchange 
within a building immediately off this 
street) in close proximity to the Train 
Station (60 to 70m).Buses would continue 
via the diverted traffic route to the Webb 
Street/Princes Highway intersection.  

Southbound buses would enter at Webb 
Street and stop in the same location in 
the Village, then provisionally exit again 
to the Highway from Webb Street, using 
dedicated bus lanes on Princes Highway 
and Narre Warren-Cranbourne Road.

6. Pedestrian/cycling 
Pedestrians and cyclists will be able to 
connect across Narre Warren Cranbourne 
Road though a new shared path bridge 
parallel to the existing rail bridge, leading 
straight into the Village.

Additional connections will be created 
to the south west development areas 
through a shared path along the rail 
corridor, expanding the transit-oriented 
walkable catchment into the Station/
Village

7. Enhanced train station environment: 
Investigations are required to resolve the 
pedestrian safety issues and congestion 
around the level crossing through options 
such as grade separation or terminating 
vehicular access. A redeveloped Station 
precinct (with existing or re-aligned) tracks 
and possible additional freight line, could 
comprise an improved Station building 
and upgraded bus and taxi interchange 
waiting areas.

8. Active frontages: 
A range of land uses will provide ground 
floor activation to all key streets and 
public spaces, improving safety, enriching 
community participation and enhancing 
economic performance for local 
businesses.
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MAP 8:  3D STAGING PLAN - ULTIMATE STAGE
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MAP 9: ARTIST IMPRESSION OF NARRE WARREN VILLAGE - TRAIN STATION NORTH VIEW
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MAP 10: ARTIST IMPRESSION OF NARRE WARREN VILLAGE - NARRE WARREN CRANBOURNE ROAD VIEW
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MAP 11: ARTIST IMPRESSION OF NARRE WARREN VILLAGE - WEBB STREET TOWN SQUARE VIEW
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MAP 12: ARTIST IMPRESSION OF NARRE WARREN VILLAGE - NORTH SOUTH GREEN FRAME VIEW
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MAP 13: ARTIST IMPRESSION OF NARRE WARREN VILLAGE - PRINCES HWY SOUTH VIEW


